Royal Skousen’s endeavor to recover the original text of the Book of Mormon is more complicated than it seems because it involves more than simply reproducing the original manuscript. Rather, what Skousen means by “original text” is the very language that appeared on the Urim and Thummim. Every subsequent step, such as Joseph’s reading, his scribes’ understanding and transcribing of that utterance, and Oliver Cowdery’s copying of the manuscript for the printer, exposed the text to the possibility of human subjectivity and error. This paper explains the nature and scope of Skousen’s monumental undertaking and presents some of the methods and reasoning he employs to resolve disputed textual variants in search of the Book of Mormon’s original text.
A

ll these scholarly resources being brought to bear by Royal Skousen to sort out the whosoever and whomsoever may strike some as excessive. And indeed, if the principal purpose of the Book of Mormon is to bear witness of Christ and, secondarily, Joseph his prophet, it is doubtful that anything Skousen brings to light will substantially—or even moderately—affect those missions. On the other hand, it is a mark of how seriously a people and profession take their literature when they step back from merely affective engagement with it to lay more solid foundations for its study, interpretation, and appreciation. And in this case, there is something almost devotional in the painstaking care with which Skousen attempts to reconstruct the textual layers that constitute the Book of Mormon’s history and identity.

The poet, wrote Percy Shelley in an essay published the same year as the third edition of the Book of Mormon, “apprehend[s] . . . the good which exists in the relation subsisting, first between existence and perception, and secondly between perception and expression.”1 Coming at the height of the Romantic revolution, Shelley’s is an epochal recognition that what philosophers had for two millennia derided as the failure of art was actually its glory. Art, its mimetic impulse and aspirations notwithstanding, is never under any circumstances a successfully transparent reconstitution of a Platonic ideal. The subjectivity of personal perception, and the mediating materials through which the artist must render his or her vision, each intrude upon the representational process, leading to a product that is always ontologically and experientially distinct.
from the original model. That, says Shelley, is what makes art, art. It is the source of its beauty, not its flawed insufficiency. Or, as Ortega will restate the case a century later, the particular (and inevitable) ways in which any aesthetic rendering distorts the original object is what constitutes that thing called style, which is the essential determinant of all art.²

The Romantic triumph over the straitjacket of classical conceptions of artistic imitation was possible only because in the new universe introduced by Immanuel Kant’s epistemology, human subjectivity and human point of view became the center of gravity. In other words, neither philosophers nor artists continued to labor under the supposed burden of a fallen and distorting human perspective, which we strive to overcome in order to achieve some objective, impersonal, and absolute grasp of a transcendent reality. So our human perspective, since it is inseparable from our human condition, provides not a distortion of the real but the only avenue to the real that is humanly relevant.

In this same era, Horace Bushnell was applying similar insights to a revolutionary understanding of biblical inspiration. “Is there any hope for theological science left? None at all, I answer most unequivocally. Human language is a gift to the imagination so essentially metaphoric . . . that it has no exact blocks of meaning to build up a science of. Who would ever think of building up a science of Homer, Shakespeare, Milton? And the Bible is not a whit less poetic, or a whit less metaphoric, or a particle less difficult to be propositionalized in the terms of the understanding.”³

The parallels between these issues and certain matters related to Book of Mormon translation seem striking. For in scriptural interpretation, the first question we must settle is how we sort out the meanings of and relationships among concepts like Truth, Meaning, Intention. Or to use Shelley’s language, how do we understand the relationship between “existence and perception” and “perception and expression” when it comes to God’s word?

I make this lengthy prologue in order to suggest that before we get to the work of establishing a critical text proper, a number of issues and definitions must first be resolved, and they turn out, upon close inspection, to be more complicated than they first appear. In this instance, the divine provenance, the uncertain working of translation, as well as the method of dictation all combine to vastly complicate this project and distinguish it, methodologically and philosophically, from, say, the work of recuperating a Shakespeare original text. To do the latter, one need argue about little more than orthography. If Shakespeare wrote the manuscript, then we have his original manuscript as it flowed from his pen and as he, apparently, willed it in the form it took under his own act of writing and self-supervision.

If the objective of a Book of Mormon critical text were simply to reconstitute as accurately as possible the original manuscript, that would be a fairly straightforward task. And one could envision that as a sufficient aim. Let’s get back, we could say, to the closest thing we have to the gold plates themselves,

Since Skousen believes that the Book of Mormon was “revealed to Joseph Smith word for word,” the original text would be the total flow of words discerned upon the surface of the seer stone. And in such a process of dictation—and this is important—the first opening for error or alteration would be the gap between Joseph’s recitation and the scribe’s transcription.

which is the original manuscript as dictated by Joseph and recorded by his scribes. The problem with that approach is that there are cases in which the manuscript does not reflect what Joseph most probably pronounced (as in homophonic miscues that may not always have been corrected—as in the straiten/straighten instances). In his earlier report of 2002, Skousen defines the “original [English] text” a little more problematically as what Joseph “read off the text” he received through the instrumentality of the Urim and Thummim.⁴ Since Skousen believes that the Book of Mormon was “revealed to Joseph Smith word for word,” the original text would be the total flow of words discerned upon the surface of the seer stone. And in such a process of dictation—and this is important—the first opening for error or alteration would be the gap between Joseph’s recitation and the scribe’s transcription. Joseph dictates, Oliver mishears and/or miswrites. Questionable aspects of
the original manuscript would therefore have to be read against what it is more likely that Joseph actually spoke than what Oliver or another scribe wrote.

But in the published volume recently released, Skousen modifies—or perhaps merely clarifies—his definition of original text with significant implications. In his prefatory remarks, Skousen makes this very different point: “the term ‘original text’ refers to the English-language text that Joseph received by revelation, but not necessarily to what Joseph dictated.”9 Now this is an important distinction. Notice that in this case the “original English text” acquires a kind of Platonic status, as an urtext that transcends and precedes even prophetic articulation. It is the immediate, fully determinate (“word by word” and even “letter by letter”), supernaturally communicated utterance that Skousen is not sure even survives Joseph’s own processing. Skousen even strikingly evokes Plato when he characterizes the 1830 edition as “thrice removed from the original text.”9

This long chain of transmission (the Urim and Thummim's text, Joseph's utterance, scribal transcription, printer's copy) certainly expands the opportunities for error, idiosyncrasy, and subjectivity to creep into the occasion. But why stop with four layers? We also have, to use one example from the other end of the process, heaven-sent impressions, Isaiah's understanding of those impressions, dictation or recording of Isaiah's prophecies, copying/editing onto brass plates, editing/copying onto Nephite plates, Abinadi's reading of the record to Noah, Alma's recollection of Abinadi's recitation, Alma's understanding of Abinadi's words, Alma's transcription, Mormon's editing of Alma, and so forth.

The resulting English text that we have is a curious prophetic patois that reflects human and historical influences across the spectrum of this convoluted process: Hebraisms that are inexplicable in Joseph Smith's grammatical universe, elements that reflect “the biblical style from the 1500s,”8 elements that are clearly “identical to the style of the King James Bible” (1611), and passages that “also show examples of Joseph Smith's upstate New York English.”9 The presence of both Hebraisms and Joseph's belabored spellings suggest a prepackaged text that he “saw.” The presence of New York regional dialect would suggest that he sometimes took liberties in recasting what he saw in language more conformable to his speech patterns. The presence of 16th-century elements would suggest tantalizing possibilities too far in the realm of speculation to pursue. At least they would be if Joseph had not himself offered other hints that the Book of Mormon is here an axiomatic instance of the fact that revelation tends to be text-centered and text-based. It’s just a question of having access to the best texts available, transmitted and even translated in the least prejudicial way possible. Speaking of “the Vision,” for instance, he wrote:

Nothing could be more pleasing to the Saints upon the order of the kingdom of the Lord, than the light which burst upon the world through the foregoing vision. Every law, every commandment, every promise, every truth, and every point touching the destiny of man, from Genesis to Revelation, where the purity of the scriptures remains unsullied by the folly of men, go to show the perfection of the theory [of different degrees of glory in the future life] and witnesses the fact that that document is a transcript from the records of the eternal world.10

Now regardless of how far we want to push these tantalizing hints about texts that come closer to some heavenly, original fullness, the point is that in Skousen's work, he finds a frame of ultimate reference in the text itself, thus skirting problems of intentionality and other layers of originality. Of course, all good textual criticism ultimately must appeal to the text as the only accessible arbiter of meaning; I simply want to indicate that Skousen presumes unusually complex levels of textual coherence and consistency, and brings them to bear on disputed readings in an extremely able and comprehensive fashion. I want to look closely at Skousen's approach to resolving one disputed reading in particular as an example of this method.

In 1 Nephi 4:5, the current version reads “and I caused that they should hide themselves without the walls.” The original manuscript records wall in the singular. The printer's manuscript and every edition adds an s to make it walls. There is no immediately compelling reason to dispute the original manuscript singular. Skousen even finds two subsequent, and proximate, instances where the singular form wall is repeated (see 1 Nephi 4:24; 4:27). Importantly, these three instances in O (original manuscript) are recorded in the hands of scribes 2 and 3. There is, in other words, no reason to dispute a grammatically acceptable form—the singular wall—that is consis-
tent both in terms of appearance and across varying scribal authorship. Skousen would at this point be justified in endorsing the reading of O and attributing all subsequent emendations to a following of scribe 1’s (Oliver Cowdery’s) change in P (printer’s manuscript) introduced as stylistic preference.

But considering the dropping of a plural s a potential scribal error, Skousen in fact finds such a pattern of error in both scribe 2 and scribe 3. And looking for other appearances of the expression “without the wall(s),” Skousen finds two. First Nephi 4:4 records “without the walls of Jerusalem,” and Mosiah 21:19 indicates “without the walls of the city.” In this light, Skousen has a pattern of scribal error that would account for a dropped plural s and two readings that also support the likelihood of a dropped s in these particular contexts. The case seems tight.

It is therefore all the more impressive when Skousen notes that the supporting examples of plural walls are both followed by prepositional phrases starting with of (“of Jerusalem” and “of the city”). However, the disputed passages contain no such prepositional phrases. The bulk of evidence still suggests that the disputed passage of 1 Nephi 4:5 should contain the singular form wall, unless one can find evidence that the Book of Mormon sometimes omits to pluralize wall when it is followed by a prepositional phrase beginning with of. That is certainly not an exception that one could readily or intuitively associate with a grammatical rule transposed from English. And Skousen does not here choose to address the relevance of Hebrew constructions. What he can do is look for a comparable pattern in the translated text that would differentiate singular and plural nouns on the basis of following prepositional phrases. And that is precisely what he finds, in two very comparable passages (comparable because gate is a term so similar to wall and in both cases the passages describe the positional relationship of characters to those nouns). So what we have by way of analogy is “I myself was with my guards without the gate” and “the king having been without the gates of the city” (Mosiah 7:10 and 21:23). Because the Book of Mormon text is systematic in this regard, Skousen can make a compelling case for restoring the original singular wall to 1 Nephi 4.

This strikes me as more than just careful editorial work. This is a brilliantly fashioned argument that is carefully reasoned, meticulously argued, and reliant upon the best kind of intellectual effort: because he gives both readings the full benefit of the doubt, conceives hypotheses that substantiate both readings, and scours the text for corroborating evidence. And he repeats this procedure hundreds of times.

One may disagree with individual conclusions. But one cannot come away less than profoundly impressed by the efforts to which Skousen goes to analyze each and every disputed reading. He has provided us all with a model of the best textual scholarship we have seen, and it comes at a fortuitous juncture, when the Joseph Smith Papers Project is about to add further to the critical mass of scholarship that does not just make our sacred texts available to the world, but will testify to the world, by the way we hold them, that they are not accounted by us a light thing.
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